


A nice devotion 
 
In every hobby, every profession, there are those who say that there is only 
one way that something can be done properly. On closer examination you 
tend to discover that it is, in their bluntly stated opinion, their way. Let us 
look at a specific example. You are a roof-runner from Toelar, that most 
civilised of the towns to grace the shores of the Middle Sea. You make your 
way along the roof; attach a line to the chimney. You swing down to the 
window and then into your inamorata‟s bedchamber. The question then 
asked is, „Do you coil up your line and clip it to your belt, or do you leave it 
dangling there?‟ 
Those who claim to set the standards for the fancy reckon that the line should 
be coiled and clipped to the belt. Anything else shows sloppiness, a lack of 
confidence. In their view the roof-runner should exit by the door into the 
street, the lady of the house bidding him a demure farewell. 
There are others who say that this coiling your line business is just for those 
too fat and idle to climb back up onto the roof again. They hint that those who 
advocate the practice are too elderly or debauched to be able to rise from the 
bed and spring lightly back onto the roof should an irate husband make an 
unscheduled appearance. The unspoken addition to this stance is that these 
„line coilers‟ really should stay at home in their own beds.  
Benor Dorfinngil was someone who took these discussions seriously. That 
being said, as a young man in his mid-twenties he had never yet coiled his 
line. This wasn‟t due to a timorous under-appreciation of his own abilities; it 
was that he was currently living in Port Naain. In his experience husbands in 
this city were more prone to paranoid and violent jealousy than they were in 

Toelar.  
Still, Benor did have excellent hearing, which was combined with a well 
developed survival instinct. This meant that however passionate the embrace, 
he still noticed the running footsteps out on the street and was never entirely 
surprised by the hammering on the front door of the house. 
“My husband!” 
“I‟d better leave before he comes upstairs.” 
“He cannot get in, the door is bolted and I gave our maid a night off to stay 
with her mother.” 
Benor had his own opinions as to where maids went when given nights off to 
stay with their aged mothers but this wasn‟t the best time to air them. He was 
already partially dressed, his clothes having been left tidily placed by the bed. 
Felicia climbed out of bed, wrapped herself in a bedrobe and shouted “Who is 
it?” 
From downstairs came a distant voice, “It‟s me, Eduar, your husband, let me 
in quickly.” Benor thought he could hear panic in the man‟s voice. 
“Coming dearest.” 
  
Benor, now fully dressed, stood in the shadows by the window. He heard 
Felicia walk downstairs, and then heard the slow slamming of bolts as she 



opened the door. Benor peered out of the window to see Eduar being let in. 
As the door closed behind the master of the house, Benor grasped the line he 
had left dangling when he entered, swung carefully out of the window and 
clambered up onto the roof. He unfastened the line from around the chimney-

stack and with the light step of a man at ease with the world, made his way 
home to bed. 
 

           
 

Bed for Benor was a bedroll spread under the overhanging cabin roof on a 
barge owned by friends. He awoke after some hours of contented slumber, 
and from under his overhang saw that the day was pleasant and the tide was 
in. Lesser men might have leapt naked into the water to wake themselves up, 
but Benor had seen some of what floated in the estuary, and merely made his 
way to the galley. He sat down heavily at the long table. Tallis, his host and 

landlord, poured him coffee and then got on with correcting a page of verse 
he was coaxing into shape. Eventually, coffee drunk, Benor glanced around 
the galley. “Breakfast?” 
Without looking up, Tallis pointed to a plate by the stove. “Bread, cheese, a 
little oil and some cold pease pudding.” 
Benor scraped everything into a frying pan and heated it up. He chased it 
round the pan for a while with a knife then scraped it back onto the plate. 
Tallis was still busy so Benor ate in silence, resisting the temptation to chat. 
He‟d barely finished before the galley door opened. Benor glanced across, 
saw the ten year old boy framed in the doorway and relaxed. 
“Hello Mutt. Busy?” 
The boy fished amongst the layers of rags and tattered clothing. “A message 
for you, I met them on the wharf.” 
He passed across an envelope which Benor took and studied briefly before 
opening it. It was addressed to Benor Dorfinngil, Fellmonger‟s Wharf. The 
address was written in a firm but probably female hand.  
He took a note out of the envelope. It was brief to the point of being curt.  
‘I will see you three hours after noon at the Salon in the Great Library.’ It was 
signed „Felicia’ and the word „will‟ was underlined three times. 
He folded the note, put it back in the envelope, and slipped the envelope into 
his jacket pocket. He looked round to see Tallis watching him speculatively. 
Benor took off his jacket and started unfastening his shirt. “I have to meet a 
lady, so I‟d better get myself washed and shaved first.” 
Mutt asked, “Is it an assi-something?” 
Benor and Tallis looked at him. Tallis asked, “A what?” 
“Well when you go to a meeting with a woman and they kill you it‟s 
assassination. But there‟s another „assassi‟ word where they don‟t kill you.” 
Tallis winked at Benor. “Your bad habits are rubbing off on the child, I think 
he means assignation.” He smiled at Mutt. “Probably, but given some of the 
women he consorts with, frankly it could be either.” 
“I better go with him, got first dibs on his purse if she kills him” 



 
           

 
As he walked across the city to the Great Library, Benor pondered the 
message. The tone of the note was hardly playful; it was an instruction rather 
than an invitation. Also, with her husband home, Benor was surprised to be 
receiving any communication from Felicia whatsoever.  
Still, he arrived early at the library. Mutt abandoned him at the entrance, 
joining two other urchins in an apparently innocent game of Slow-go, using 
pebbles on a board scratched on the pavement. Benor took the opportunity to 
browse the limited fiction section. Felicia was a believer in books written by 
somewhat worthy writers who introduced profound philosophy, biting social 
commentary and torrid love affairs into their three volume novels. Benor 
preferred something livelier, with adventure, humour and passion, all bound 
tightly together into a slim volume. Still, it was Felicia he was meeting, so he 

selected a book he remembered her speaking well of. It was by Calina Salin, 

performance poet and writer of long moral diatribes lightly disguised as 

novels. With this he made his way to the Salon. Here he ordered kai and 

made himself comfortable at a corner table. Having assured himself that this 
table wasn‟t visible unless one entered the Salon, he opened the book and 
attempted to enjoy it. 
He‟d been reading perhaps half an hour when Felicia arrived. She swept in, 
made an imperious gesture to the waitress standing near the counter and 
crossed the salon to sit at Benor‟s table. She noted his book with a small smile 
of grim self-congratulation but sat silent until the waitress fetched a glass of 
herbal infusion. Benor laid the book on the table. It had served his purpose, 
but in spite of this initial tactical success he had the feeling that he was sitting 
on the rim of a seething volcanic crater. Finally, the waitress having left, 
Felicia erupted. Only the fact she was speaking through firmly clenched teeth 
stopped her attracting the attention of those sitting at other tables. 
“The worm has been having an affair!” 
Benor was totally nonplussed by both the statement and its vehemence. “He 
has?” 
“He came home last night wittering about being at risk of being accused of a 
murder and having to hide.” 
Cautiously Benor said, “I suppose it is possible.” 
Felicia fixed him with a look of total scorn. “He was supposed to be dealing 
with business across the estuary in Roskadil. Because it wouldn‟t finish until 

after the last ferry, he would stay the night at his mother‟s, and then spend 
the next day or so with her as well. The only way he could have got home at 
the time he did was never to have crossed to Roskadil.” 
Benor nodded sagely, all the while marvelling at the continuing unwitting 
complicity of aged parents. 
Felicia continued, “So when something goes wrong, the unprincipled 
philanderer comes running back to me, panicking because he‟s no witnesses, 
since his doxy won‟t back him up.” 



Benor was shocked, “He‟s said that?”  
“Of course not.” 
“So what are you going to do?” Benor asked in what he hoped was a 
sympathetic tone of voice. 

“I haven‟t decided yet,” she admitted, a first hint of weakness. “I don‟t know 
what would cause the biggest scandal. Divorcing him or having him hanged 
for murder. If he‟s ostentatiously caught philandering I‟ll probably have to 
divorce him but I don‟t want him hanged for murder until at least I‟ve made 
up my mind. So I want you to find out what he was doing and make sure he 
has an alibi.” 
Benor ran his finger round the rim of his mug in an absent-minded manner. 
The situation was complicated. It had all started with Tallis entering a poem 
for publication in the seasons „Port Naain New Poetry Review‟. Tallis had 
pondered the names of the worthies on the judging panel and discovered 
them equally split between those who lauded his work and those who 
seemed blind to its obvious merits. There was one unknown, placed on the 
panel because the theocratic consociation for which he acted as accountant 
was providing much of the sponsorship. It occurred to Tallis that swaying this 
accountant, one Eduar Holun, would ensure that art was served and his entry 
accepted. More importantly in Benor‟s eyes was the fact that the remuneration 
paid would ensure the standard of catering on the barge should hopefully 
improve.  
So Benor had accompanied Tallis to an apparently prestigious social 
gathering. Finding Eduar there, accompanied by his lady wife, Tallis sent 
Benor to lure away Felicia, thus allowing Tallis to ingratiate himself with 
Eduar. Unfortunately for Tallis, before he could strike, Eduar fell into 
conversation with a lady landscapist called Jilli.  
Benor on the other hand had achieved a far greater meeting of minds with 
Felicia and had continued to develop their relationship. Nominally at least his 
hope was that at some point he could convince her to encourage her husband 
to acknowledge Tallis‟s obvious genius. Needless to say that point had not yet 
arisen and given her taste in literature, it might never arise. Still if he could 
provide some measure of assistance in this matter, he might well find a 
grateful Eduar open to persuasion.  
Somewhat hesitantly Benor said, “I suppose it should be possible.” He 
continued thinking, “I‟ll need to speak to him, obviously, and I don‟t know 
him well.” Benor always tried to make a point of not knowing the husbands 
of those ladies who bestowed their favours on him. 
“He‟ll be at the Fatted Mott.” 
Benor knew this establishment; it was a chop house popular with single men, 
lawyers, clerks, and the like.  
Felicia continued, “I‟ve told him that I‟m not feeding a debauched adulterer, 
and he can find another bed as well.” It was her turn to look thoughtful. 
“Indeed I might be best rid of him, settle down with somebody new. If he was 
just hanged then I could be the grieving innocent widow, deceived by some 



black-hearted villain. Then after a respectable period nobody would think the 
worse of me marrying somebody else.” 
Benor rose a little more brusquely than he‟d intended. Felicia, married, 
seeking excitement, was one thing. Felicia single was a very different matter. 

This marriage had to be saved. “Don‟t worry Felicia, I‟ll go now and find him. 
I‟ll soon get his story out of him.” 

With this he bowed, kissed her hand, and left. Calina Salin’s literary 

masterpiece lay abandoned on the table. 
  

           
 

The Fatted Mott was not particularly busy when Benor entered. Eduar was 
easy to spot; he‟d obviously been there since his lunch. When Benor saw him, 
he was staring at an empty wine bottle. 
Benor walked across, Eduar was too absorbed in his own thoughts to notice 
him.  
“Eduar isn‟t it? I thought I recognised you.” 
Eduar peeled his attention away from the wine bottle. He peered at Benor. 
“You‟re…” 
“Benor, Benor Dorfinngil, a friend of Tallis Steelyard whom I think you know. 
If I remember correctly, you and I shared a table here together one night when 
it was busy.”  
Whilst Eduar considered this information, Benor caught the eye of the youth 
at the bar. “A bottle of this please.” He pointed to the bottle in Eduar‟s hand. 
The wine ordered, Benor sat down, “Right I‟ve got some more wine.”  
He looked closely at Eduar. The man wasn‟t drunk, just sunk deep in a sea of 
misery. It took no effort to make his voice sound concerned.  

“I say, Eduar, have you had bad news?” 
Eduar continued to stare at the empty bottle. The youth came with a full one, 
Benor filled Eduar‟s glass. He then took the empty bottle out of his 
companion‟s hand, replacing it with the wine glass. Eduar drained the glass 
and put it down. Finally he turned to face Benor. “I am in so much trouble I 
don‟t know where to start.” 
Benor topped up the glass. “I‟d sip it from now on, too much of this will only 
add to your troubles.” 
Eduar nodded and sipped. “My wife has thrown me out and I‟m probably 
being hunted for murder.” 
Benor shook his head sympathetically, “That‟s not a good combination. Tell 
me about it and perhaps I can help.” 
Eduar drained the second glass and put it down with a certain finality. “It 
happened like this. I fell in love with a young woman. We agreed on an 
assignation at „The Flensers‟‟.” Benor knew the place; he‟d eaten there when 
in funds. His opinion of Eduar went up a notch; he was a man willing to be 
generous to his sweethearts. 
“Anyway,” Eduar continued, “I‟d also booked a room and after the meal she 
agreed to accompany me to it.” Again Benor found himself inwardly nodding 



approval. Eduar was obviously a man who planned ahead.  “We went 
upstairs, hand in hand in the darkness, with Jilli clutching the room key. At 
the top of the stairs there is a corridor off the landing and we went down that, 
our room was at the far end. But at the end of the corridor another door 

opened and two men came out, struggling. One stabbed the other, snatched 
something, and made to run. He must have heard our gasps, or perhaps saw 
us in the moonlight coming in through the window at the end of the corridor, 
because he turned, smashed the window, and jumped out. We went to look at 
the man who was left, tried to sit him up and help him, but he was dead, the 
dagger that killed him still in his body. Well, I panicked.” 
Benor nodded, panic seemed a reasonable response at that point. 
Eduar held out his empty glass, “We bolted back down the stairs; I got Jilli 
home and then went home myself. Given I had blood on me from the dead 
man, I‟m probably an obvious suspect, and I cannot ask Jilli for an alibi, and I 
can hardly tell my wife what was happening.” 
“The Flensers?” 
“Yes.” 
Benor drained his own glass. Now might be the chance to insinuate Tallis into 
Eduar‟s good books “I‟ve been there with Tallis, he‟s known to them, I‟ll drop 
in now and see how the land lies and see if you‟re a suspect. I might even be 
able to call in a few favours in Tallis‟s name.” 
Eduar buried his face in both hands. “But what on earth can I do?” 
Benor stood up and gestured to the youth who had returned to his station by 
the bar. The young man came across. 
“Have you a single room for the night?” 
The youth considered. “Yes, we can manage that.” 
“Good, my friend here is staying the night. That way I‟ll be able to find him in 
the morning.” Benor turned to Eduar, “I‟ll meet you here tomorrow, first 
thing.” 
 

           
 

Benor made his way through quiet streets to the Flensers, Mutt now walking 
beside him Benor was still pondering his way forward but he felt he had the 
basis of a plan. At the very least he felt he should be able to find someone who 
would give Eduar his alibi. Whether it was an alibi that would satisfy Felicia 
he very much doubted. She was a sharp lady.  
At the Flensers he went into the side bar; it was quieter. He ordered a glass of 
ale. The Flensers brewed their own, which meant it was marginally better 
than the thin sour brews you bought elsewhere. He offered to buy Mutt a 
drink but the child declined. They sat down at a table where Benor could sit 
in peace and watch what was going on. Mutt pulled a crust of bread from out 
of his coat and dunked it in Benor‟s beer to soften. Benor decided not to say 
anything, why bother, it might even improve the beer? Finally the maid, Ereni 
came in to put more coal on the fire.  



In Ereni‟s case the term maid was not well chosen. She was in her sixties and 
was a grandmother several times over. She also had an impish sense of 
humour and she and Benor flirted unrestrainedly with each other.  
Benor beckoned her over; she fluttered her eyelashes and ostentatiously 

rearranged the front of her blouse as if to protect her modesty. “And what can 
I be doing for you, Master Benor?” 
Benor smiled up at her. “Merely favouring me with the beauty of your smile 
is all a man could ask. Though there is another matter.” 
His tone may have been more serious than usual because she said nothing. 
Benor continued. “There was a killing here last night?” 
“Yes,” her tone was cautious.  
“Who are they looking for?” 
“They‟re not sure; he went out through the window, down onto the mott sty 
roof and away.” 
“What about the chap who found the body?” 
She smiled. “Him? No, he was never up there long enough. The watch came 
and took the dead man away, but they‟re after whoever went out across the 
roof.” She giggled. “They followed him twenty yards just from the mott shit 
dripping from his clothes. Must have fallen flat on his back in the yard 
coming down off the roof.” 
Benor took a mouthful of his beer. “Now then, the man who found the body 
needs an alibi, because of his wife.” 
“We get a lot of that.” 
“So I‟ve been thinking... your youngest granddaughter–” 
“Our Esmi?” Ereni was defensive now. 
“Are you still trying to get her schooling?” 
“Oh yes, Madame Gloria‟s Preceptory will take her, but where can we find 
fifty alars a year?” 
“The man who wants an alibi is a prosperous gentleman.” Benor considered 
his statement. “To be fair, he‟s more than that, I think he‟s probably a nice 
enough chap at heart and he is desperate. If you were to vouch for the fact 
that he‟d come here to discuss making a contribution towards young Esmi‟s 
education, so he couldn‟t be the killer because you never let him out of your 
sight, that must be an alibi even his wife would accept.” 
Ereni picked up her bucket. “I‟ll give it a try, but will his wife believe it?” 
“That‟s a good question. It needs more. Can you show me the mott sty?” 
Ereni grinned, “That‟s the best offer I‟ve had all evening, young sir.” 
 

           
 

Benor raised the lantern and looked round. The broken window was already 
patched with boards. Below it was the roof, a somewhat flimsy affair. Benor 
suspected it had been built using second-hand timber and second-hand tiles. 
The huge mott and her litter of young watched him from the comfort of their 
bed, a pile of chopped straw and dead grasses. Their yard was ankle deep in a 
slurry of mott dung, straw and discarded vegetable stalks.  



“He fell about there, by the pillar.” 
 “Has anybody been in since?” 
“Yes, earlier this evening I caught some chap in there; he said his hat had 
blown off. Likely story, there was damn all wind, and I could see no sign of a 

hat. I guess he was planning to steal one of the litter.” 
Mutt wrinkled his nose. “His hat would stink.” 
Benor ignored him. “I wonder, stealing one of the litter, or did he drop 
something when he fell off the roof?” 
Benor leaned on the gates. “It hasn‟t been cleaned out since the killing?” 
“No, not for a few days.” 
“And how do you clean it out?” 
Ereni pointed to a stone slab behind him. “Lift that and there‟s a drain below 
running straight into the dock. We pay a lad a few dregs to sweep the yard 
clean into the drain and then we just put the slab back on.”  
Benor bent down and unfastened his shoes. He slipped them off, took off his 
stockings and handed them to the visibly reluctant Ereni. “I‟m going to take a 
look, and bare foot. I‟m more likely to find something.” 
Benor made his way to the pillar. Cold slurry squeezed between his toes. 
Methodically he walked backwards and forwards, trying to stand on every bit 
of ground. Ereni watched him, at one point suggesting he continue a bit 
further in one particular direction. Mutt also directed him to one lump which 
on examination proved to be a partially eaten turnip. After half an hour he‟d 
covered much of the yard and a fair bit of the bed. 
“I hope the old sow hasn‟t eaten it.” Ereni commented. 
“Well if she ate it soon after it was dropped, it might be through by now.” 
“What was it anyway?” 
“Haven‟t a clue.” 
Besides the turnip Benor found a clog iron and a short piece of byre chain, still 
with the ringwiddie. There were also a number of small objects of 
indeterminate nature that were probably indigestible lumps of vegetable 
stalk. Then he felt something hard under his left heel. He bent down and felt 
round in the slurry. Yes, there was something there... He grasped it carefully 
and picked it up. It looked like a pendant of some sort, the size of a child‟s 
clenched fist. “Have we any water?” 
Ereni left the lantern with Mutt and disappeared, returning with a pail. Benor 
climbed over the gates and washed the pendant in the water. Then he held it 
to the light. Ereni gasped, “If that‟s real it‟s worth more that the Flensers!” 
Benor examined it carefully. There was a large stone; Benor thought it was a 
diamond. It was set in gold and around it was set nine rubies and an emerald. 
There was a short length of chain still attached.” 
“I think you‟re right about the value. I think I may have to have a word with 
the city watch.” 
He pocketed the pendant. “But first and more importantly Mutt, we‟ve got a 
job to do.” 
“A job?” 
“Yes, we‟re going to clean out the Mott sty.” 



Mutt hastily assessed the job on offer, “It‟ll cost.” 
“Ereni said that they pay a lad a few dregs, I‟ll let you have them.” 
“And my supper!” 
Benor considered this counter offer. He was of the opinion that if they got 

supper at all, he‟d end up paying for it anyway. “And supper.” He added, 
“We‟ll do it now, before anybody comes back looking for this diamond…” 
 

           
 

Benor sat in a quiet corner of the kitchen of the Flensers. He had finished 
washing his feet but it had taken twenty minutes sitting next to the stove 
before they were properly warm again. He glanced round; Mutt had curled 
up near the stove and was asleep. From where Benor sat he could detect a 
definite odour of mott, some of which probably came from his own clothes, 
the rest from the boy. Ereni was dozing as well, so he got up and whispered 

to her, “Have you got any molasses?” 
She woke with a jerk. “Yes, we use it for gingerbreads and suchlike.” 
“Good, could you pour me some into a bottle please?” 
She groggily did as he asked, and throwing an old coat around him, Benor 
went out into the back yard with the bottle in his pocket. He went and leaned 
on the gate of the sty. They‟d left the lantern hanging from a hook in one of 
the beams, and by its light, the old mott watched him with casual boredom.  
Benor stood there for quite a while. He was sure that whoever had taken the 
pendant would be coming back for it. Rather than hide in ambush he decided 
that the better path was just to stand here and see what happened. After all, 
he had plenty of help within shouting distance. 
The night drifted on and Benor turned a bucket upside-down and sat on it. 
The noise of the city had dwindled now. Nobody had passed the back yard 
gate for some time, the streets were quiet and he was sure he could hear 
somebody snoring in one of the inn rooms above the sty. 
Then he became aware he was being watched, somebody was standing at the 
backyard gate. Benor ignored them and continued to watch the old Mott. 
Finally he heard footsteps and looked round. A short man with short cropped 
hair and a beard was walking across the yard. His clothing proclaimed him as 
an ordinary working man with a short dark canvas smock and long trousers 
rather than knee britches. Benor raised a hand in unspoken greeting and went 
on watching the mott.  
The man came up to the gate and looked in. “It‟s been cleaned out!” 
Benor stood up and pulled the half filled bottle of molasses out of his pocket. 
“If you‟d drunk half a bottle of Doctor Dorfinngil‟s special laxative, you‟d be 
cleaned out as well.” 
The man looked at him in bewilderment, “Laxative?” 
“Yes, the old mott was bunged up, she‟d eaten something most likely, so they 
called me in and I dowsed her and detected a blockage. So I gave her half a 
bottle of this; works a treat every time.” 



Benor was aware that the man was hanging on his words, so he kept going. 
“Don‟t like to boast, but it‟s cleared her out in no time. For a while it was 
coming out of her like a river, know what I mean, but she‟s settled now and 
we got the pen cleaned out so that she could rest properly.” 

“Ah, the pen cleaned out.” The man looked round. “Where do you put the 
shit?” 
Benor pointed to the stone slab. “There‟s a manhole under that, it leads to a 
drain which runs down to the docks. Just push it into there and it‟s somebody 
else‟s problem.” 
The man peered down at the slab. “Into the docks.” There was a note of 
horror in his voice. 
“Slowly,” Benor said, “Unless it rains of course, or her up the street does a lot 
of washing.” 
“Interesting,” the man said. “Anyway, thanks for your time.” He left the yard 
and as Benor watched him, walked across the dock road and stood on the 
edge of the wharf. Benor had been there before him, there was a rusting iron 
ladder which provided access, although at high tide it would be easy enough 
to climb into the drain from a small boat.  
Benor contemplated the man; he looked agitated. If he was thinking of trying 
the drain he‟d need a light. The man peered over the side of the dock. From 
there he would be able to see the drain outfall. Obviously the sight gave him 
hope because he seemed more cheerful as he made his way along the 
dockside and disappeared from sight. Benor was willing to wager that he‟d 
go and come back later. High tide was about dawn; he might be back then. 
Benor sat back down on his bucket. He felt he had finally worked out what 
had happened. People who could afford jewellery like that didn‟t stay in the 
Flensers, not even on romantic assignations. So it was probable that Eduar 
had disturbed thieves falling out. One had killed the other and then fled 
through the window, hit the ground hard, dropping the pendant. Now he 
was back looking for it. Benor looked at what little evidence he had and tried 
to fit it into different scenarios. No, he felt he was right. So he probably ought 
to tell the watch. He looked round; there was still a light on in the kitchen. He 
walked across the yard and opened the door. Mutt was curled up by the 
stove; Ereni was fast asleep in a chair. As he opened the door, Mutt opened an 
eye. Benor beckoned to him and Mutt slowly got up. “What?” 
Benor kept his voice down, not wanting to wake Ereni. “I want you to go to 
the Ropewalk Watch House. Ask Inspector Quent to come here. Tell him if 
he‟s here about dawn I‟ll be able to give him a pendant and probably a 
murderer.” He paused and then added, “Or at least somebody who knows 
who the murderer is.” 
“I‟m hungry.” 
Benor looked round. There was a loaf out on the table. Benor cut two thick 
slices, poured molasses from the bottle onto them and passed a slice to Mutt. 
“Eat that as you go.” 
“Yeah but it don‟t count as supper remember.” 



Taking his own slice Benor went back out and sat on the bucket, waiting for 
dawn. 
 

           
 

Quent arrived without ceremony, accompanied by two other watchmen. Mutt 
led him through the kitchen to join Benor next to the sty. Benor stood up and 
stretched. “Glad you‟ve come.” 
He pulled the pendant out of his pocket and handed it to Quent. “Is anybody 
looking for this?” 
Quent cupped his hand around it. “Looking for it, they‟ve been turning the 
city upside down for it since it was stolen last week. The Sinecurist Townwill 
has offered a large reward. I thought you‟d have been hammering on his door 
demanding the money. ” 
“No, never heard of it. I suppose it‟s not something that‟s come up in 

conversation in the last few days.” 
“I suppose it would be rather specialist pillow talk.” 
Benor decided to change the subject. Quent always knew far too much and he 
didn‟t want to encourage him. “It was probably stolen again the last night. Or 
is it the night before last now? At least, my guess is whoever stole it had an 
argument, perhaps over sharing the spoils, and one man killed the other. He 
fled with it in his hand. Perhaps he panicked when he was discovered and 
didn‟t have time to put it somewhere safe? Anyway he dropped it when he 
fell off the roof. I managed to find it before he did but I think he‟ll be coming 
back.” 
Quent wrapped the pendant in a handkerchief and put in an inside pocket. 
“Coming back?” 
“Yes, I had a visitor who was most distressed when he saw we‟d cleaned the 
yard. But he cheered visibly when he discovered that we just pushed the 
muck into the drain.” 
He turned to Mutt, “Have a quick peep over the side, will you; see if there‟s a 
boat by the drain yet.” 
Mutt strolled casually along the edge before walking back, “Yep, tied to the 
ladder.” 
Benor turned to Quent, “He‟s probably in there now, on his hands and knees 
looking for it.” 
Quent grinned. “Well I‟m not keen on going in after him.” He led Benor to the 
dock and they both knelt down at the top of the ladder. Quent pointed and 
whispered, “Look, you can see where somebody has climbed in, the trail is 
clear enough.” 
He walked back to his two watchmen. One disappeared along the dock road. 
Quent then joined Benor with the other watchman. “Now we wait.” 
“So what have you organised?” 
Quent just grinned and tapped his nose. 
They stood quietly in the backyard for perhaps half an hour, Quent admiring 
the old mott and her litter. Then Benor heard the sound of steel-shod wheels 



on cobbles. Quent smiled at him again. “Right Benor, let‟s get that stone slab 
lifted off the drain ready for when they arrive.” 
“They?” 
“I sent for two water bowsers. If I‟m not going in, we‟ll just have to flush him 

out.” 
Quent stepped out onto the dock road and flagged the bowser down. The 
driver dismounted and Quent took him into the yard and showed him the 
drain. 
The driver asked, “All of it down there?” 
“You and your mate. We‟ve somebody down there I want to flush out.” 
“Be best if we get both emptying at the same time.” The carter looked round 
the yard with a practiced eye. “I can pull in over there and me mate will come 
in and angle across like that, then we can just open up the big taps, full bore.” 
Quent nodded. “Let‟s get on with it.” 
As the bowsers manoeuvred in the yard Quent took his two watchmen to the 
dock. He watched as they climbed down into the small boat and carefully 
pulled it away from the end of the drain. Then from his position on the dock 
he waved to the two carters. Both started opening the draining valves as 
rapidly as they could. Water gushed out, and as far as Benor could judge most 
of it was pouring directly into the manhole. Quent walked across and joined 
Benor looking down the hole. Below them the water churned and foamed but 
seemed to be backing up as if held by a dam.” 
Quent said “I‟ve no doubt it‟s been a long time since these drains were 
cleaned out.” 
Benor stepped back as the water level rose. Somewhere underground the 
drain was blocked. 
One of the drivers joined them, grinning. “We do drain jobs occasionally. I‟ve 
seen this happen before. You pour water in and wonder if it‟s ever going to 
move and suddenly it shifts.” 
Suddenly a great bubble rose up and burst on the surface of the water. “That‟s 
it, she‟ll go now.” The carter shouted gleefully. The water was disappearing 
as fast as it entered. 
As the flow of water started to fail Quent said, “Guard this end Benor, make 
sure he doesn‟t try running this way.” 
With that he moved swiftly to the dock, where the usually unflappable Mutt 
was jumping up and down and cheering. Benor watched the hole, the bottom 
of the drain looked flushed clean now, indeed he could see the orange brick 
glistening. Then he saw something moving, a hand. Slowly, shakily, 
somebody was making their way along the drain on their hands and knees. 
As the head came level with the manhole the figure painfully pulled itself to 
its feet. Now the head was level with the cobbles of the yard. Benor was 
pretty sure he recognised the man he‟d talked to that night. 
In a loud voice Benor said, “Would you care for a hand up?” 
As he hoped Quent heard him and was looking in his direction. The man had 
laboriously tried to pull himself out of the manhole. A paroxysm of coughing 



shook him, and then he retched. Very quietly he said something that Benor 
took to be a „yes‟.  
Benor knelt down and clasped the man‟s hand. The two carters came across 
and helped pull him up. Benor manoeuvred himself so that the soiled victim 

had his back to Quent and his two watchmen.  
The man stood there, shivering. His hair and beard were caked with mott 
dung, his clothing was sodden, his boots full. Benor sniffed and regretted it. 
“Get your clothes off, we‟ll try and find you something to change into. 
Mutt…” He looked round; the boy was running across the yard. “Ask Ereni 
for a bucket of hot water and see if there are any old clothes they‟re throwing 
out.” 
The man nodded numbly and started peeling off his soaking garments. Quent 
came up to join them and asked, “What‟s going on?” 
“Well, do you really want him in the watch house in this state?” 
“Watch house?” The sodden, half-undressed figure took in the forest green 
jackets with yellow fogging and cuffs, “The watch? What you doing here.” 
“We‟d like a word with you about a killing that took place in the Flensers, and 
also about this.” Quent produced the ruby and the man sagged.  
“I can explain.” 
Quent nodded. “I‟ve no doubt you can. Anyway here‟s the good woman with 
some water. Strip off and get yourself clean, then we‟ll get you dressed and 
we can have a nice cosy chat down at the Ropewalk watch house.” 
He stepped back and let the man finish stripping. He had bruises to his face 
and arms and the skin on the backs of his hands was grazed. Quent turned to 
Benor and whispered, “I don‟t care what the courts say, I don‟t think there‟s a 
lot worse they could do to the poor beggar than we just did.” 
The man turned his head and looked at Quent, “A world of shit and water 
and all of it moving and struggling to hold my breath and terrified of 
drowning.” He started rubbing himself down with a towel Ereni had 
produced when suddenly he dropped to his knees, vomiting onto the yard. 
Benor tapped Quent on the shoulder. “I could do with a quiet word and a 
favour.” 
Quent led him off to one side, leaving the two watchmen and the two carters 
to supervise the prisoner. “Quiet words I can always manage, favours are less 
certain.” 
“It‟s just that I‟ve got a chap who is in trouble with his wife. He witnessed the 
killing, panicked and ran home and is terrified that you‟re hunting him for 
murder. Not only that but his wife has thrown him out and won‟t let him 
back into the house without a decent explanation.” 
Quent looked serious and then his face broke into a broad grin, “Always a 
pleasure to help an honest citizen.” 
 

           
 

 Benor marshalled his witnesses in Felicia‟s withdrawing room. She sat there 
in stony silence as Benor brought Eduar in. Realising that, formally at least, he 



and Felicia had not been introduced, Benor allowed a nervous Eduar to do the 
honours. She acknowledged Benor‟s presence without rising from her high-
backed armchair, treating him as if he were a fussy solicitor‟s clerk wasting 
time with tedious formalities. Sitting there she struck Benor as looking like a 

presiding judge, an illusion he suspected she intended to maintain. The 
presence of Quent, imposing in his watch officer‟s uniform, had shaken her a 
little, and the arrival of Ereni and her granddaughter had piqued her 
curiosity. Benor allowed himself a brief moment of self-congratulation. Ereni 
was far too homely for Felicia to even contemplate Eduar having an affair 
with her, and the granddaughter ostentatiously too young. 
Just as they had rehearsed in Eduar‟s room at the Fatted Mott, Ereni 
explained how Eduar had heard about her granddaughter from a friend, had 
met the girl and had promised to contribute generously towards her 
education. Ereni spoke briefly of the girl‟s musical talent and her love of 
reading. Felicia‟s eyes narrowed at the use of the word „generously‟ but when 
Eduar breezily said that he felt that fifty alars a year was hardly generous she 
subsided a little. 
Then Quent stepped forward. He bowed slightly to Felicia. “Madam, the 
Watch, and therefore the city, would like to thank your husband for his 
services. Without his help a murderer might well have escaped justice.” 
Benor considered this sentence and felt that it might even be true. Quent 
continued, “An innocent man, he allowed the suspicion to fall on him, which 
meant that the real killer, thinking that he wasn‟t being sought, grew over-
confident.” 
“You‟ve caught the killer?” 
“Thanks in some measure to your husband, we have managed to flush him 
out. He is now in custody talking to my officers.” 
Felicia allowed herself to look impressed. “I may have been a little hasty in 
my judgement.” 
Quent waved a hand. “Madam, it was important that nobody suspected. Your 
actions were entirely reasonable under the circumstances.” 
Benor felt his admiration for the inspector growing. That sentence had been 
both meaningless and complimentary without being in any way inaccurate. 
That being said, he felt it was time that matters were brought to a close. He 
was becoming uncomfortably aware that in a warm room the smell of mott 
was beginning to hang around him. He‟d despatched Mutt back to the barge 
with instructions to collect his clean clothes and meet him at the bathhouse at 
the New Foundry Laundry. A long soak and clean clothes were called for. 
“I think we‟d better leave these good people alone now,” he said. 
“Thank you for what you‟ve done for us,” Felicia said, her tone grateful. “But 
first, if you wait a minute, I want to get something.” She left the room and 
returned five minutes later holding a bundle. “Esmi, I‟d like you to have 
these.”  
Esmi clasped the bundle and looked at it in some awe, “Thank you!” 
Felicia turned to Ereni, “It‟s nothing really, a few books suitable for a young 
girl, that sort of thing.” 



With this she shooed them all out, “My husband and I have matters to 
discuss, not least our charitable venture. But I am grateful for your efforts 
which have not merely restored, but enhanced, our family‟s good name.” 
 

           
 

Benor stripped in the changing room of the bathhouse. He felt that it had been 
a successful day. In a quiet conversation in his room at the Fattened Mott, 
Eduar had expressed a willingness to look favourably on Tallis‟s work should 
Benor‟s plan succeed. One of the staff stood ready, or at least, prepared, to 
take his dirty clothes away to be washed. His clean clothes were already 
folded neatly on a shelf ready for him.  
Mott, still unconvinced as to the value of washing scowled at him. Patiently 
Benor said, “You want supper?” 
“Don‟t need a bath to eat supper.” 

“You do if we go to the Flensers.” 
Mott considered the offer. “Yeah well.” Reluctantly he stripped and kicked a 
pile of clothing across the floor to the staff member. 
Almost absentmindedly Benor ran his hands through the pockets of the 
clothes to be washed, finishing with the jacket. Then in the hip pocket his 
questing fingers found something, he pulled it out. It was a neatly folded 
piece of paper, something he was willing to swear hadn‟t been there earlier in 
the day. 
He opened it and read, Tomorrow night, after sunset, my window will be open. My 
husband will be at his mother’s in Roskadil. 
It was signed Felicia. 
 



Endnote 
This remarkably slim volume is one of the „Port Naain Intelligencer‟ series. 
The others are three times the length of this or more, but this one grew out of 
a half heard conversation, and came into this world at this length. So I felt that 
it would perhaps make a nice but free introduction to the collection of stories.  
 

 


